Abstract. Let S be a closed *-derivation on a commutative C*-algebra M, suppose that ^n = f l l = , D(8 m ) is dense in si for some n = 1, 2 , . . . , oo, and let H:$4 n^> si be a linear operator satisfying the locality condition supp(H/)c S upp(/), fest n . 
Introduction
In 1960 Peetre [6] Recently Bratteli, Elliott and one of the present authors [3] derived analogous characterizations of differential operators associated with a general flow, or local flow, and also obtained information on the growth of the corresponding coefficients l m . For example in the above context it was shown that a linear operator H: CJ'(R) -» C b (R) satisfies the locality condition (*) for a l l / e C™(R) if, and only if, it has the form (**) for some integer p and bounded continuous functions l m . Here C^(R) denotes the infinitely often differentiable functions which vanish at infinity on R.
More generally if U is any open subset of R then a linear operator H: C"( U) -> C b (U)
is local if, and only if, it is a differential operator of finite order with coefficients l m (t) characterized by polynomial growth in the inverse of the distance of t to the boundary of U.
In this paper we re-examine these results in the more general context of an infinitesimal flow. Specifically let si = C 0 (X) denote the continuous functions which vanish at infinity on the locally compact Hausdorff space X and let 8 be a closed derivation of si; then we consider linear operators H defined on si n = D(S"), or a o = P |^= 1 D(S m ), and show that in general circumstances locality forces H to have the form with continuous coefficients l m of controllable growth. Note that if 8 is the generator of a strongly continuous one-parameter group of *-automorphisms T of si then we recover the situation studied in [3] ; the C*-dynamical system (si, r, R) determines a classical dynamical system (X, T, R) where the flow {T, R) satisfies f(T,a>) = (r,f)(<o) for a l l / e C 0 (X), coeX, and teU.
A special case of these problems was examined in [1] (see also the summary [2] ). In particular a study was made of derivations H defined on D(S), or si^, and it was shown that H = /,5 for some function /,. But one can establish that a derivation defined on D(8), or st^, is automatically local and then this result is a special case of the results of this paper.
The contents of the paper are summarized as follows. In § 2 we prove automatic continuity of local operators H:si n -> si by combining the proof of observation 1 in [3] with a technique of [5] . The representation H = £ l m S m then follows in § 3 from approximation results for closed derivations given in [1] . Continuity properties of the coefficients are also easily obtained. In § 4 we consider estimates on the growth of the coefficients l m in terms of certain norms of the linear functionals /-> (S m f)(<o). Up to this point it is not necessary to assume that 5 is associated with a flow, or a local flow, but in § 5 we show that if this is the case then our estimates on the /" reproduce those of [3] , and provide some improvement in detail.
To conclude this introduction we comment on the notation and assumptions which are to be used throughout the sequel.
First X denotes a locally compact Hausdorff space and si = C 0 (X) the space of continuous real-valued functions on X vanishing at infinity, equipped Avith the supremum norm. [3] , [4] .) Since S is closed, this ensures that the basic lemmas of § 2 of [1] are applicable, and they will be applied repeatedly in the sequel.
Finally remark that the above framework of real functions and derivations, and of local operators as defined below, is equivalent, by complexification, to the framework of abelian C*-algebras and *-derivations, and a similar notion of local operators. Unlike [1] , however, it is not possible to assume that X is compact, by passing to the one-point compactification X, because a local operator H on C 0 (X) may have no extension to a local operator on C{X). [5] ). If n < oo then F is finite by the same argument. In fact in the latter case the proof simplifies because one may take m = n throughout the argument in [3] . Let a) be an isolated point of X. For any function fe si n with /(o>) = 0, supp if) c X \ { w } , so supp (Hf) c X \ { G > } by locality. Thus (H/)(w) = 0. It follows that there is an I 0 (W)ER such that for all fe A n . Hence a> £ F.
Locality and continuity
• THEOREM 2.2. Assume that si n is dense in si, for some 1 < n<oo and let H:si n -* si be a local operator. It follows that H is continuous.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of theorem 2 of [5] . Let {f r } be a sequence in si n and suppose f r -*0 in the topology of si n and ||H/" r -g||-»0 for some gesi. If we X\F, where F is the set of discontinuity introduced in lemma 2.1, then
Thus g vanishes except possibly at certain points which must both belong to F and be isolated, since F is finite and g is continuous. But no such points exist, by lemma 2.1. Thus g = 0, and H has a closed graph. It now follows from the closed graph theorem (for Banach spaces if n < oo, or Frechet spaces if n = oo) that H is continuous.
• Remark 2.3. The same proof shows that if H:M n^> si m is a local operator whose range is contained in s& m then H is continuous in the respective topologies of si n and s£ m e.g. if n, m<+oo then there exists a O O such that ||H/|| m < C||/|| n for all fe s& m where || • || n and || • || m denote the norms used in [3] , and redefined in the introduction.
Local operators as differential operators
Next we establish that each local operator on st n is a 'differential' operator, i.e. it can be expressed as a finite polynomial in 5. Remark 3.3. If S is associated with a flow { T,} on X as in [3] then s& n is automatically dense in si and theorem 3.1 applies. But again the conclusion is valid for a l l / e s£ n . This was established in [3] but can also be proved along the above lines by arguing that for each/e M n such that (8 m f)(w) = 0 for m = 0, 1 , . . . , p, there exists a sequence f e sd x such that f } = 0 in a neighbourhood of co and ||J5'-/|| P -»0 as j•-* oo.
Remark 3.4. Theorem 3.1 shows that the restriction H' of H to si 2n is a local operator with a representation
and which is bounded with respect to || • || p . Under the assumption that si 2n is dense in si (which is automatic if 5 generates a flow), the properties of the coefficients l m will be studied in the next section, where, for simplicity, H will be written in place of H' and n in place of 2n. Similarly, by remark 3.2, the results of § 4 apply to any local operator defined on six.
Continuity and growth of coefficients
In this section we consider a local operator H:si n -> si, where l < n < o o and si n is assumed to be dense in si, which is given by a representation
where 1 </>< n is a finite integer. We assume H is bounded with respect to || • || p .
(If n = p the continuity is automatic by the closed graph theorem.) Our aim is to prove uniqueness and continuity of the coefficient functions l m and to derive bounds on their growth. First introduce the 'fixed point' set X 0 = { « e X ; (8f)(co) = 0 for allfesi n }.
Note that if 8 is the generator of a flow {T,} on X, as in [3] , then X o = {w € X; T,co = co for all t e U}. Proof. First choose g o e si n such that g 0 (co) = 1. Next by lemma 4.1 there exists for l s j < n a gjesi n such that (8 J gj)(co)=l, but (5'g,)(w) = 0 for 0 < ; < / It follows immediately that one can construct linear combinations f k of g 0 , g i , . . . , g n with the desired properties.
• • Next we consider the growth properties of the coefficients l m . By assumption the local operator H = Xm=o W " from si n into ^/ is bounded with respect to || • || p on M n so there is a constant a such that for all f&si n and <oe X. In this section we assume 5 is associated with a flow {T,} on X, as in [3] . Thus 5 is the generator of the one-parameter group T of *-automorphisms of C 0 (X) given by T , / = /° T,. It follows automatically that si n is dense in sd for all 1 < n <oo, and the results of the preceding sections apply. Moreover X o is equal to the fixed point set of T, Our aim is to estimate these bounds in a more explicit fashion, and to reproduce the polynomial bounds of [3] . A number of these observations immediately apply to multi-dimensional flows. Adopting the multi-index notation of [3] it follows as in the earlier sections that a local operator H: s£ n -* sd satisfies a bound \\Hf\\ < a||/|| p for all fe si m and can be expressed as a polynomial H = X|a|s P W m t n e generators of the corresponding group T. Observations 5.1 and 5.2 readily extend to this case. Thus for ueX |/ o (co) |<a, d a ((o)\l a (o>)\sa, for |a|= 1,2 Finally we remark that boundedness of the coefficient l 0 is a special feature of the generator case. For non-generators, / 0 may be unbounded.
